
or worker's diseases to be eradicated? (") 

DIETRICH MILLES ( O * )  

sDie Technik iti gewisser optimaler Ausbildung konnte heute für die Erleichte- 
rung des Lebens Wesentliches tun, ja unübersehbar viel tun. In ihrer Handhabung 
liegt der Lebenscharakter der Zukunft, auch dann, wenn der Energiekonsum nicht 
rnehr gesteigert wird, ja sogar reduziert werden muss. Statt der Erleichterung kann 
die heutige Teehnik (speziell durch das Geheimnis, durch die Geheimverfahren, 
vergl. spez. die Chemie) die furchtbarsten Gewalt -und Erpressungsmittel bieten, 
wie sie keine Zeit kannte. Denn sie kennt Wege Und Gewaltmittel, die sogar bis in 
das Lebendigste jedes einzelnen Menschen hineingreifen, zumal in einer so stark 
bevolkerten, spezialisierten Welt, in welcher alle aufeinander angewiesen, nachdem 
die physikalischen Grenzen durch den Velkehr so e~staunlich geringe Hemmungen 
geworden sind und in den Ernahrungsangelegenheiten die hochsten Gewalten 
und Gefahren liegen. 

Für die Zukunt ist nicht so sehr entscheidend, ob Einzelindividuen und Errun- 
genschaften in furchtbaren Krisen zu Grunde gehen; aber das Schicksal moge die 
Menschen vor umfassenden auf Generationen weit ausgreifenden, degenerativen 
Wirkungen bewahren, aus denen imer Unglück fur alle envachsen muss. (Typen: 
Syphilis, wie chronische Vergiftungen mit langsarnen Storungen sowhol der vitalen 
Organe, wie vor allem des Nervensystems). 

Die in der Entwicklung sich vsrbereitenden, furchtbar schnellen, ganze Bevolkc- 
rungeri mit Degeneratiori bedrohenden Gefahren scheint man sich schwer vorzuste- 
llen -(gibt z.B. sich Amerika Rechenschaft über die gerade durch seine 
freiheitlichen Auffassungen mit der Einführung der chemischen Industrien verbun- 
denen automatisch folgenden Gefahren resp. Xebenwirkungen?) 

(*) Paper delivered at the conference on the History of Legal Medicine. University of Lan- 
caster 9- 1 1 april 1987. DGF-Schwerpunkt-programm «Gesellschaftliche Bedingungen 
sozialpolitischer Intervention: Staat, intermediare Instanzen und Selbsthilfe)). 

(**) Universitat Bremen, FB 1 1 ,  Postfach 330440, 2800 Bremen 33. 
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Wir shen, was für eine Masse von Uriglück envacht, weriri derri Korricri drr 
Gefahr freien Lauf gelasse11 wird. 

Die Verannvortung (und ihre Wirkungeri - irn Sinri des Lebcris wic des Rechtc*~) 
hangt tief zusanimcn mit der Zuversicht auf erreichbarc Sicherhcit, spcz. rcchtlicli 
geschützte Sicherhcit, die d s  selbstverstbdlich gararitiert scin rriuss urid welchc crst 
die erforderliche technische urid organiaatorische Sfcherheit schrifFcr'cri 1a.sst. 

Diese Gleichmassige und gerechte Sichcning ist in der heutigcn korrip1izicrtt:ri 
Zeit nur auf Grund kausalen riatunvissenschaftlictieri Erkcrineris urid dcr statistis- 
chcri Betrachtiirig a~isreichend rriiiglich -Die wirklich umfassericic. kaustile Erkt.riritriis 
befreit sotvohl vom Aberglaubcn, uic vom Missbraucfi jcdcr Grwalt. Iri ilir Icbt sich 
auch das veraritwortungsfreudige freie Gefühl des geistig Faliigeri sus.» 

»Das Leben, die Organisation dcr kornplizierteri Lebcnsvcrhaltriissc, stchcri iri  
engcm Zusamrrienhang niit des Auffassung der Arbeit, durch dit. Arbcit c.rwacht 
Einsicht, Solidaritat urid Verantwortung. Alle Einrichtungcri, - dit. natürlichc, 
gesuride Arbeit und Ent~vicklurig hcmrnen, fihren zu uriglücklicli(~ri Korifliktcri.~ 

»Die Gefahrlichkeit urid ihre tvissensctiaftliche Bcherrschbarkcit rriüsst.ii pardlcl 
geheri. 

In der nachsten Zuk~irift wird mari noch mehr Aufrnerksarnkcit a~iftvcndrri rriüsscri 
ais bis hcute, uni dic Krafte und ihrc hohen technischen Potentide ohrie Schadcri iri 
ihrcn künstlichen Bahncn zu haiteri, zu venvendcri)). 

»Aucli dic Erfahrungeri über die Ksnstanz tiefer Naturgcsetzc crfüllt die w(*isscri 
Rasscn, die uriauswcichlicheri Folgcn dcr svatcmatischcri Erkerintriis. Wir wisscri, 
das5 keinc Ckdankcri haltbarer, weiter fortwirkcrid sirid, As die lcrk(.ririttiis\e, wclche 
Belicrrschung des Kausalzusarilmenhhge, Vorausqicht Ichrcri. 

Diese unsere Zeit wird fortbcstchc,ri als die gewaltigstt, Findcriri grosscsr Nat~irge- 
serie urid dcs ungcahrit gigaritischcri Str<,bens nach techriischcr \'c.r~v<*riclurig der 
Erkcrintnis, --uie sic weiterkbcn uird als die Zeit, in dcr so vielcs vori Schutzniassriah- 
men, Gefarhrcrikeriritnis und Verantworturig in den Anfarigen stcckt*ri bliet,, wcil dic. 
tiefcn Folgen nicht veranttvortungsvoll bcachtct wurden, z.T. awh gariz iit)crscblieri 
wurden. Dic aufdringlicli bekanntcn, als erkerinbar bekanntcri (~t~fahreri wc.rdt.ri 
verrriiederi -an die sch~vcr crkeriribarcri derikt rrisn riicht - sic vc.rbrcitcri sich 
-bilderi Quellen, die schwer zu finderi sirid bis zur Katastro~>he. 

Nicht die jedem sich aufdrongeriden Gc-fahrcn, soriderri dic. rncist uribt.achteten, 
schwer erkennbaren Gefahreri sind cs, wrlchc die Wiaserischaft riacli Eigcriast und 
Erscheinungsform hauptsachlich nach den typischen Trggcrn dcr Gcfahr quaririrativ 
untersuehen muss, um die rationellsten, arri wcriigstcn herrirneriden Schutzrnassnah- 
mcn zu zeigeri. 
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Die Medizin kanri die Menschen vor drohenden Gefahren schützen, d.h. sie 
kann de11 Fortschritt ohnc besondere Gefahren ermoglichen. Sie kann auch auf vie- 
1c.n Gebieten die gerechte Anwendung des Gesetze garantieren durch naturwissens- 
chaftliche, systernatische Feststellungen. 

Iri Zciteri grosser Gefahren envacht der Ruf nach Verantwortung. Dieser Ruf 
wirkt nur darin schapferisch, gesundend, wenn die obpkteve Feststellz~ng dem Drange 
diescs Kufes entspricht, sonst zerfallt der Drang nach Verantwortung in blinde Lei- 
denschaft nach blosser Veranderung. 

Iri Zciten schrieller Entwicklung, wo sich schon überall der Zwang zur gesetzli- 
cheri Rcgelung zukünftige~ Verlialtnisse geltend macht, in einer Zeit, in der die Inte- 
resscn des vc.rschiedensten Richtungen gesichert werden müssen, weitsichtig und 
auf lange Dauer, ist des Schutz gegen Schadigung, spziell gegen wissenschaftlich 
fcstzustc.lleridc, chronische, dauernd unvermerkt wirkende, degenerative Schadin- 
gurigen der Merischen eirie komplizierte Hauptaufgabe. Kompliziert deshalb, weil 
sie vielcri Interessen entgegeristeht und vor allem, weil die unmittelbare Evidenz 
und die leberidigsten Triebkrafte fehlen, -da kann nur ein Vertrauensverhaltnis zur 
Wissensctiaft und deren Vertretern und Organisationen scl-ützen. 

Der Mensch ist auch hier sein eigner Prometheus (Vico). 

Die Kenritnis des Naturgesetze und die Erfahrung hatten und haben die Ten- 
detiz, sobald die Kontrollniethoden unzul~nglich werden, sich umzubilden zu einer 
Geheiniacht, dercn Reichweite sich der Gesamtheit entzieht.)) 

»Der weitesten Verwendung der kausal-wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnis durch 
Mediziri und Recht zum Schutz der Allgemeinheit liegt das Feld frei, vorbereitet, 
und dar Erfolg kanri hier praktisch so gross sein, wie in den letzten 40 Jahren der 
Esfolg dcr aetiologischen Diagnose und Prophylaxe und der kausalen Therapie. Der 
Esfolg niuss sich auch ir1 der Gesetzgebung und der Art ihrer Entstehung zeigen, 
derin dic. Gesetze sind im wesentlichen nur neue Anwendungen vertiefter Erkenntnis, 
descm Vorbereitung urid richtige Handhabung allen zur Zusammenarbeit erzogenen 
Aerzteri die schwerste Verantwortung auferlegt, die aber auch mit der Genugtuung 
des grosseri erhalteriden Erfolges drangt und anzieht ... 

1)er Staat, (wie alle Parteien in erster Linie), aber auch die juristischen und medi- 
ziriischcri Fakultaten, haben die verantwortungsvolle Pflicht, die Grundlagen für ein 
systemc~tz.\th c~us gebaute Zusanzntenarbezt von Recht, Medizzn und Technlk zu schaffen, weil 
dic. Neuzeit, die Fortschritte, die Erkenntnis, wie die ncue Gesetzgebung diese 
Zusamrrienarbeit imer mehr voraussetzen. 

Jpde schnplle Erltwi~klung und Umgestaltungfindet bald als etne zhrer grhsten Au&ben dte 
Bek~ iv~p j i~ng  von Gqúhren. 
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Das niedizinsicli kausale Erkerinen gibt die beglückende Gcwisshcit, dass man 
an der richtigen Stelle vorbauen und helfen karin.)) 

ZANGGEK, Heinrich: Medizin und Recht. Die Beziehun der Meditin zzim Hech¿> 
die Kuusalitiit in Medizin und Recht und die Aufgdben des genchtlich-~~tediriliiscIie~~ 
Iínterricht~.-Zürich 1920. 
Seiten 675f, 679, 689, 690f, 693, 694. 

1. MEDICINE AND LAW IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE 

The practice of occupational medicine in the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many is as far as it is not completely determined by the interests of the 
employers (e.g. in the case of employment examinations) dominated by the 
Occupational Diseases Statute (Berufskrankheitenverordnung BKVO) and the 
concept of limiting values (MAK-values) (Grenzwertkonzept). Both corner sto- 
nes of occupational medicine are based on the assumption that an effective 
protection against industrial pathogenicity can be attained by the coopera- 
tion of clinico-scientific investigations and legal and police regulations. In 
this respect the practice of occupational medicine is on the one hand groun- 
ded in the ((medical modeb, by means of which the approach of medicalisa- 
tion towards the human body can be described. On the other hand it is 
based on the ((model of social correction)), which describes the Compensa- 
tory solution of social problems. Starting from a relatively helpless descrip- 
tion of the interrelation of industrial labour and disease in the context of 
medical police (Medizinische Polizey), the emergente of the subject ccindus- 
trial hygiene)) and, later, «occupational medicine)) can be historically traced 
back to experimental hygiene, bacteriology and hospitals on the one hand, 
the system of social insurance on the other hand. The fact that the subject 
was fixed in the medical model as weii as in the model of social correction 
prohibited at the same time that the subject's outlines becarne too clear. 

Below 1 want to make clear that the fixing of the practice of industrial 
hygiene and occupational medicine lead to the vicious circle in which the 
attemps to strengthen the subject used to contribute to the consolidation of 
its defectiveness. In othgr words: the development of industrial hygiene and 
occupational medicine took place in the context of scientific and dinical 
methods and the proof of causal connections; by this, the subject was restric- 
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ted to individual cases, specific (dose-effect) connections and compensatory 
regulations; by attempting to increase the subject's social relevance, scienti- 
fic and clinical methods and the proof of causal connections were 
supported-- and therewith the systematic limits. 

Many doctors, who were engaged in social affairs, demanded and pus- 
hed ahead the Occupational Diseases Statute, which, in turn, brought about 
a hardening of the systematic limits of industrial hygiene and occupational 
medicine. 

Scientific, legal, and socio-political restrictions of industrial hygiene, due 
to specific power structures, hand their effects on the genesis of the Occupa- 
tional Diseases Statute. The resistance and substancial intementions of big 
business in the field of chemistry had a decisive influence on the extension 
of accident insurance to occupational diseases, as regulated by the Occupa- 
tional Diseases Statute (BKVO) since 1925. It was only achieved because of 
the social pressure in the postwar period and the international pressure of 
the Washington conference; but the legal regulations, which were achieved, 
aimed at preventing conceptualization, problematization and politicization 
of industrial pathogenicity by extending accident insurance. 

The Occupational Diseases Statute places certain diseases within the res- 
ponsability of accident insurance, which implies some advantages for the 
persons affected. According to Paragraph 551 section 1 of the Reich Insu- 
rance Statute (Reichsversicherungsordnung, RVO), occupational diseases today 
are diseases which -according to the knowledge of medical science-have 
been caused by specific influences, to which certain groups of persons are 
liable in a much higher degree than the rest of the population due to their 
work. These diseases must have been specially indicated by federal govern- 
ment in a statutory order (principle of lists) and the person insured must fall 
ill in the context of an insured occupation. This definition facilitates a res- 
trictive control of the acces to the more profitable benefits of accident insu- 
rance. The Occupational Diseases Statute had this restrictive control in mind 
from the start. On the one hand it dealt with the control of claims and the 
distribution of costs and charges, on the other hand with the control of 
claims and the interrelated proof of dangers and defects due to industrial 
production. The Occupational Diseases Statute offered an instrument for 
the economic as well as for the ideological side of the problem, because 
costs and charges could be divided and shifted between health and accident 
insurance, and -more relevant- between the persons afFected (and their 



families) and the insurance companies, and because a legally guaranteed 
claim could be tested in the individual case with regard to individual misbe- 
haviour and individual covetousness. Even the insertion of Paragraph 551 
section 2 Reich Insurance Statute (RVO) in 1963, according to which disea- 
ses, which have not been listed as occupational diseases, can be compensa- 
ted like accidents, is structured in a restrictive w8y. It also demands specific 
proofs that a certain group of persons is exposed to specific dangers in a sig- 
nificantly higher degree than the rest of the populace, that there are new 
medical insights, and that a causal nexus between the disease and the dange- 
rous work is suficiently probable in the specific case. It always deals with 
individual and exceptional cases; i.e. industrial pathogenicity is regarded as 
an individual person's problem. 

Focussing on individual and special cases is part of the structural princi- 
ples of accident insurance. First, accident insurance excluded work-caused 
diseases because they could not be understood as events of relatively short 
duration with -though related to the factory- basically external causes. 
Doctors, who were active in social conflicts, tried to expand accident insu- 
rance to work-caused diseases not only in order to improve the posirion of 
the person affected, but also to incite public attention for industrial pathoge- 
nicity and to intensi5 scientific endeavours. Another group of doctors who 
were simply interested in scientific precision and consequence had similar 
positions. This group was strongly influenced by forensic medicine and 
asked for the specific proofs of special poisonous substances arid the specific 
toxic effects. Both groups were concerned with expanding the possibilities of 
medical examinations in legal matters. Both groups agreed that this was only 
imaginable by applying scientific and clinical methods. 

The integration of medical knowledge in social insurance connected 
scientific and clinical methods with the restrictive principles of compensa- 
tion. This resulted in a mutual confirmation of the ((medical model)) and the 
(tmodel of social correction)). But it resulted also in a socio-political tendericy 
towards ineffectivity and deconceptualization which, in the end, made the 
social relevance of industrial hygiene and occupational medicine dubious: 
the emphasis on scientific methods did not allow »reliable findings of occu- 
pational medicine)), particularly not in the fields where these findings could 
be the preconditions for a socially effective and just intervention or 
decision. 

The genesis of this strange interaction will be demonstrated below by 
using oficial files. 1 will not put much emphasis on the definition of work- 
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caused diseases or the relevante of speciai work-caused diseases, which are 
on the list, but rather on the historical conditions of the concept of occupa- 
tionai diseases. 

11. EXTENSION OF COMPULSORY REGISTRATION OR OF ACCIDENT 
INSURANCEY 

Accident insurance had already been constructed in the German Empire 
(Kaiscrreich) in order to take place of employers' liability; thus compulsory 
rcgistration and other forms of reporting were neglected. Industrial patho- 
geriicity aeemed to be worth reporting only if it caused public offence; the 
irisuranee was supposed to prevent this. The sarne kind of logic applies to 
the extensión of accident insurance (until later on this development could be 
reversed when factory doctors demanded compulsory registration in order 
to lirriit the extension of insurances). 

Al1 attempts to prevent and fight the causes of industrial pathogenicity 
wire first of al1 aiming at reliable knowledge on health hazards and diseases. 
But statistics were underdeveloped and regular information did not exist. 
Therefore, the endeavour to know more about the interrelation of industrial 
labour and diseases was central in the beginning of the Occupational Disea- 
ses Statute. 

This endeavour was above al1 aimed at chemical industry because it pro- 
dueed obviously dangerous substances and offered at the same time little 
conventional protective measures as they existed in the trade work tradi- 
tions. There was also a close historical relation between chemical production 
arid laboratory medicine which also developed in the field of industrial 
hygiene by applying experimental methods. The major chemical companies 
pronioted the practice of industrial hygiene by employing factory doctors, 
wliose taaks, however, had a rather selective character (in employment and 
suitability examinations). The terrific boom in chemical production towards 
the erid of the 19th century and then again in World War 1 (fabrication of 
ammunition and amonia svnthesis) contributed to the exemplary aggrava- 
tiori of industrial pathogenicity in this branch. 

Knowledge on the interrelation of industrial labour and diseases in 
major chemical industry was on the one hand a simple and obvious issue, 
ori the other a very complicated problem and hard to solve. On the one 
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hand the workers dealt with poisonous substances, which could be tested in 
sirnple dose-effect relations; ori the other harid their cornposition was ofteri 
a secret. The interrelation betweeri the handling of poisonous substarices 
and certain diseases could hardly be denied, but at the sanie tirrie it could 
not easily be proved in the particular case. The factory doctors ir1 rnajor che- 
mical industq utilized this fact in the end whep they agreed to accept thar 
an extension of accident insurance should cover specific accupatiorial irito- 
xications but not diseases due to industrial labour in a wider serise. 

Biit first of all, before the turn of the centiiry, specific, outstaridirig irito- 
xications were discussed, like poisoning by mercury, arseriie, lead (white 
lead), and phosphorus. Comitted toxicologists like Louis Lewin, professor iri 
Berlin, contributed a lot to the recognition of these poisoriirigs as accidcrits. 
The term «occupational disease)) meant that the darriage was subsuniizcd 
under health insurarice, because it could not be proved that ari acciderit had 
taken place, especially because suddenness and exterrial causality could not 
be detected. So the problem was -different from the way we see it today- 
to prove that a certain disease was not an oecupational discast.. Such doctors 
preferred to take every work-caused disease as an accident arid thus have 
their compensation taken over by accident insurance. Particularly Willielm 
Hanauer, Louis Lewin, Theodor Sommerfeld, and Ludwig Teleky supportcd 
this demand. 

An important impetus on these discussions canie from iriternatiorial cori- 
gresses which tried to formulate minimum requirements for industrialized 
natioris in order to prevent that technically outdated processes with grcat 
health hazards could in international competition be preferrcd to ((progrcs- 
sive» processes of production for economic reasoris. The qucstiori of occu- 
pational diseases was discussed under this aspect during thc Iriternatiorial 
Congress for Workers' Insurance in Bern in 1891, in 1894 van der Borght 
(Aachen) delivered a report on the Internationd Congress for Workers' 
Insurance in Milano, in 1905 Siefarth (Berlin) in Vienna. Findy, in 1908, 
during the congress in Rome, a great debate took place, in which Weyl, 
Teleky, Glibert, Rulens, Jouanny and Devoto participated. Of course the 
outlining and defiiiition of occupational diseases were also discussed on the 
international congresses for industrial hygiene in Milano in 1906 and Brus- 
sels in 1910. 

The International Association for the Legal Protection of Workers sum- 
med up the international discussions. This association had a tradition of 
social reforms and took the declaration of intention of the Conference on 
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Workers' Protection (Arbeiterschutzkonferenz) in Berlin in 1889 senously. That 
conference had served Bismarck for his attempt to organize the German 
Empire's capacity to integrate within and to become competitive outside its 
borders at the same time. The social reformen met in Zürich in 1897 for the 
first time, and F. Erismann demanded already exact reports on ways of pro- 
duction dangerous to health, the prohibition of children's and women's 
work in these parts of the production, shorter working hours, periodicals 
examinations of the workers, liability of the employer for health defects, and 
the ban for exceptionally poisonous substances. The second meeting of the 
International Association in 1901 decided to establish a commision which 
should compile information on the great health hazards due to white lead 
and white phosphorus and try to achieve a ban of these substances. The 
third conference in Base1 in 1904 expanded the discussion to other indus- 
trial poisons and decided to find suitable ways to fight systematically against 
al1 occupational poisonings, e.g. through lead, mercury, arsenic, chromium, 
aniline, etc., according to the following basic patterns: 1. Obligation for doc- 
tors and hospital to register occupational diseases at sanitary supervisory 
authorithies. 2. Independent position of factory doctors. 3. Obligation for 
employers to register poisonous substances. 4. Special morbidity cards of 
the insurances for occupational authorities. 5. Encouraging of study and 
knowledge of occupational intoxication, especially in the field of medical 
training. 6. Oficial doctors trained in industrial hygiene. 7. Limitation of 
working hours for workers dealing with poison according to the danger 
of intoxication. 

Besides, a commission of experts should be appointed in order to put up 
a list of those chemical substances with poisonous character and list them 
according to their dangers (1). 

This was a remarkable synopsis of positions towards industrial hygiene. 
The reflections were obviously to the point: the idea was to prevent work- 
caused diseases, to decrease industrial pathology effectively. These demands 
may have been exemplary, nevertheless, they had one basic defect: they 
never tried to make society capable of dealing with the dangers of industrial 
production by investigating and changing the interaction between the work 
and disease; they rather aimed at a pragmatic way to make use of scientific 
insights for socio-political decisions and thus to increase its influence. This 
counteracted in the end the orientation towards the problem. 

(1) SOMMERFELD, Th. (1908) Entwurf einer Liste der gewerblichen Gifte, Jena, pp. 4 ff. 



But let us first trace back, how the central iriterition of the International 
Association -to offer more knowledge on industrial pathogenicity and a 
stronger inclusioii of experts- turned out to be a stimulation for comperisa- 
tory solutions. 

The Badian Society for Social Reform (Badische Gesellsehaj für Soziule 
Rejom), which had the most progressive tradition ir1 the field of workers' 
protection in the German Reich, addressed a petition to the Reichsregierurig 
on 2 1.5.1906, in which it combined a survey of occupatiorial poisoriirigs 
with compulsory registration of certain occupationai diseases. At rhe 4th 
meeting of delegates of the Association the discussions conccntrated on the 
ban of white lead, but nevertheless the listing of a cornprtahensive list of 
occupational intoxications was decided. For the Gerrnan seceiori Theodor 
Sommerfeld com.piled a list that contained the following substances: 

((Ammonia, arnyl alcohol, aniline, antirriony and co~ripouxids, arsenic arid 
compounds, arsenic hydride, benzene, pmssic acid, potassiurri cyanidc, 
rhodanate, lead, chlorine, chloride of lime, cliloride of sulpliur, clirorriiuni 
and compounds, dinitrobenzene, hydrogen fluoride, forrrialdehvd, carbori 
oxide, manganese and compounds, methyl alcohol, nitrobenzcrie, riitrous 
gases, phosphoms, picric acid, pyridine, mercury, hydrochloric acid, car- 
bon disulphide, hydrogen sulphide, sulphurous acid» (2). 

R. Fischer, factsry inspector in Frankfurt, made a comprehensive report 
on this list, so that both documents could be presented to the regional sec- 
tions to be discussed -according to the decision of the 6th meeting of dele- 
gates in Lugano in 1910. This list (Th. SomerfeldIR. Fischer: Liste der 
gewerblichen Gzfte. Jena, 19 12) contained 55 substances. The mairi probleni for 
the author consisted in drawing a clear line to non-occupational iritoxica- 
tions and in including the perrnanently increasing groups of' new chernical 
compounds and means of production and usage. 

The high quality of this list, which was regarded as exemplary ti11 the eiid 
of the Weimar republic, and international pressure by the Association sri- 
mulated the discussion about necessq socio-political iriterventions. This 
pressure created space which was used for the model of social correctiori. 

The model of social correction was based on the assumption that the 
economic and technical progress in itself improved the possibilities of 

(2) Op. cit., p. 7 .  
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human beings to lead a healthy and content life. Corrections would be only 
necessary at certain points, e.g. if personal interests contradicted social inte- 
rests. Then police measures could be taken or the conditions of competition 
could be regulated; corrections should balance hardships for which the indi- 
vidual was not responsible. 

The model of social correction was formally based on the assumption 
that equal citizeris settle their affairs in contracts and that the citizen who 
acts in society is liable for the effects of his actions on society. It was not that 
easy, however, to maintain both principles, freedom of contract and liability, 
in the development of industrial production. On the one hand, there were 
quite different ((liberties)) which led to a wage-contract between the parties. 
On the other hand, it is even more important for us that the employer was 
basically liable for al1 hazards and defects happening to his private produc- 
tion. The Liability Laws (Haftpflichtgesetzen) were indeed based on this logic 
-even though these laws tried to reverse it. Compulsory registration of 
oceupational diseases and an extension of accident insurance to occupatio- 
nal diseases got to be a trouble area: both measures had to discover the 
employer's liability and substantiate his duties. But the employers opposed 
this with al1 their might; for that reason they avoided cornpulsory registra- 
tion and wanted to leave occupational diseases in the non-specific compe- 
tence of health irisurance. 

As supporting measures to their principal blockade the employers' asso- 
eiatisns participated in such extensions of the system of social insurance that 
could defuse this trouble area. This was already calculated in the German 
Accident Insurance Law (Unfallversicherungsgesetz) in 1884. So the main ques- 
tion for the employers when discussing the extension of accident insurance 
was that the problem of liability played no part. The fact that an extension 
had to be aecepted at al1 followed from the international situation. 

Switzerland led the way. Under the auspices of the factory inspector and 
doctor Schuler and the professor of medicine Désor Switzerland incorpora- 
ted ir1 its Law on Labour in Factories (Gesetz über die Arbeit in Fabriken) on 23.3 
1877 and its Law on Liabilities of Factories (Gesetz über die HaftpPicht aus 
Fabrikbetrieben) ori 25.6.1 881 the possibility to include occupational diseases 
in liability law. This was absolutely necessary because Swiss legislation was 
based on the assumption that ((physical injuries)) (K&,beruerletzungen) were 
((temporarily limited violent external effects)) on the body so that even acute 
intoxications could not be included. On 19.12.1887 the Swiss Bundesrat esta- 
blished a list of those diseases which should be included in liability l a ~ ,  
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among them those caused by irrespirable and, poisonous gases, smallpox, 
anthrax, and glanders. In 1901 this list was extended to 33 items, and furt- 
her in severai years (1902, 1916, 1920, 1928). 

In 1906 England went a step further. The Workrnen's Compensation Act 
contained in section 6, subdivision 11 the requirement that the prevention of 
occupational diseases should be furthered, too. Inquiries and surveys had 
preceded in the years 1903 to 1905. The English list started with six items 
(anthrax, lead, niercury, phosphoms, arsenic, ancylostomiasis) and was aiso 
continually extended. 

Other countries acted in similar ways, like Russia by the Law on Workers 
in Mines on 15.!5.190 1 and the Law on Workers in Artillery Administration 
on 9.7.1904. France insured sailors against accidents and occupational 
diseases by law on 2 1.4.1898; other occupationai diseases followed in a law 
on 25.10.191 9; Italy established a commission in 1902; Portugal passed a 
law on 10.5. 1919. 

In addition to that in the German Empire a drastic and important socio- 
politicai change takes place around the turn of the cenhiry which plays a 
decisive part in the moulding of the concept of occupational diseases alt- 
hough the two things seem to have little in common: what 1 mean is the gro- 
wing significance of insurances for trade unionists, who hoped to have 
found in the field of social protection a new ground whereupori practical 
and effective reforms could be attained without losing soQaldemocratic 
ideas of a utopian state. Based on criticism of the inadequate benefits of 
social insurance, the German social democracy and trade union movernent 
developed a basically posititive position towards the model of social correc- 
tions. The systern of social insurance thus proved to be a powerful iritegra- 
tive factor in the: society of the German Empire. This should everi intensify 
in post-war saiciety which was severly shaken after the lost war. 

On the occassion of budget debates in the German Reichstag the Social 
Democrats used to complain about the workers' health hazards arid iriade- 
quate protective measures. The social-democratic members of the Reichstag, 
however, basicdly had the intention to demand the realization of thc exis- 
ting laws also in the debates preliminary to the reforms of social insurance. 
Korsten, e.g., criticized in the Reichstag on 11.2.1904 how the Reieh Iriau- 
rance Offlce (Reichversicherungsamt) interpreted these law. 
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Die Berufsgenossenschaften gehen heute darauf aus, alles als Gewerbe- 
krankheiten zu stempeln. Eine Gewerbekrankheit kann man doch nicht 
anders auffassen als eine Krankheit, die sich im Laufe der Tatigkeit in dem 
Berufe eingestellt hat. Aber jetzt stehen die Dinge so, dab einige Tage 
schon genügen, un dem Reichsversicherungsamt die Gelegenheit zu 
geben, zu erklken: das ist eine Gewerbekrankheit. Ich kann Falle anfüh- 
reri, wo zeitlich und ortlich festgestellt war, dass in ganz kurzer Zeit Rohr- 
lcger sich eine Bleivergiftung zugezogen hatten. Der Fall wurde 
abgewiesen. In einem anderen Falle Phosphornekrose. Ich erinnere mich 
cines Falles, wo ein Mann, der kurze Zeit in einer Giesserei angestrengt 
arbeiten rriusste, die Giessdampfe eingeatrnet hat, weil nicht die notigen 
Schutzvorrichtungen vorhanden waren. Der Mann erlitt den Tod, und das 
Reichsversicherungsamt sagte: weil schon einige Tage die anstrengende 
Tatigkeit verrichet war, ist es kein Unfall, sondern eine Gewerbekrankheit. 
Ja, meine Herren, das ist ja der Begriff, der dem Reichsversicherungsamt 
und überhaupt den Gerichten die Moglichkeit gibt, mittels dieser Gewer- 
bckrankheiten alles zu machen. Zwei, drei Tage sind schon genug, um 
riaehweisen zu konnen das ist eine Gewerbekrankheit. Wir haben grosse 
Fabriken in Berlin, von denen ich wunschte, dab die Herren sie einmal 
besichtigen, z.B. die Giesserei der Allgemeinen Elektrizitatsgesellschaft, 
un1 zu sehen, unter welchen Verhaltnissen die Arbeiter dort arbeiten müs- 
seri... Die Arbeiter haben dadurch, dab ihnen alles entzogen wurde, die 
Haut zu Markte tragen müssen; durch diese Praxis wird dem Arbeiter 
imrner mchr die Versicherung entzogen, und dies geschieht namentlich 

durch die Vermittlung der Vertrauenskzte, allerdings auch mit Hilfe der 
arideren Aerzte (3). 

1 would like to state two points: 1) the definition of occupational or work- 
causcd diseases left enough space to fix the real benefits of social insurance 
aceording t s  aspects of social economy on  the social order and to divide 
them between the contributors of the insurance; 23 the legal regulations sho- 
wed weaknesses if they were not carried out  by medical experts and were not 
additionally legitimated. The  reform of social insurance was pushed fonvard 
in bs th  directions in form of the Reich Insurance Statute (Reichsversi- 
cherungsordnung) . 

In the Heichstag the debates particularly on  health hazards in chemical 
iridustry did not stop. Chemical industry prepared itself and commssioned 
Fritz Curschmann, the leading factory doctor (Agfa Wolfen), to gather statis- 

(3) Sten. Bericht 1904, pp. 885 ff; ;cf: HOHMANN, J. S .  ( 1 9 8 4 )  Berujkrankheiten in der Vnfall- 
verstcherurig, KKolri, pp. 8 1 ff. 
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tics which proved the relatively harmlessness of chemid  labour (4). The 
background for these endeavours was the draft of the Reich Insurance Sta- 
tute which planined an extension of accident insurance to occupational 
diseases. The Social Democrats wanted to replace the intended ((Kann- 
regelung)), which implied no strict obligation, by a (6011-regelung)), which 
implied obligation. But the occuring resistancq led only to a regulatiori of 
paragraph 547 R.eich Insurance Statute, in which the Bundesrat was authori- 
zed to extend accident insurance to certain listed occupational diseases. 
There was now a legal possibility to proceed with a list concept as in 
other states. 

The realization, however, met with resistance. Agairi and agairi represeri- 
tatives of the employers maintained that workers in chemical factories were 
not exposed to special health hazards and did not suffer frorn greater health 
defects.- The biackground for this was the personnel policy of major chemi- 
cal factories carried out by the factory doctors by which, in fact, al1 workers 
with symptoms of diseases were selected at the right mornent so that a relati- 
vely healthy workforce could be presented. The Social Democrats complai- 
ned in the Reichstag that paragraph 507 of the Reich Insurance Statute had 
no consequences and the trade associations' resistance was too atrong: the 
paragraph did not suit the uade associatioris. ((Tliat's why they are up iri 
arms against it. They claim that those who suffer from these occupational 
diseases are taken sufficient care of in other laws. And apart from that they 
object that the new assumption would undermine their foundations ... They 
say the Bundesrat could not decide on its own because the questiori was riot 
sufficiently clear. They want to be heard, too. They probably want their fac- 
tory doctors to contribute their reports)) (5). On 1.1.19 13 the third book of 
the Reichsuersicherungsordnung and with it new paragraph 547 carne into force. 

After the legal determining of a compensatory regulation it was now for 
the definite version of this regulation. 

Due to parliamentary questions in Reichstag (SPD, Zeritnim) and interria- 

(4) C' ROTHE, Ch. (1984) Zum Eirifluss der gewerblichen V<:rgifturigeri auf dic Entwie- 
klurig der Gewerbehygiene, in: R. Müller; D. Milles (eds.) Beitrtige zur Gesthicllte der Arbei- 
terkrankheiten und der Arbeitsmedizin in Deutschland, Bremerhaveri, pp. 280 ff. 

(5) Sten. Benchte, 5.2.1913, p. 3476. 
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tional discussions shortly before World War 1 an investigation within the 
authorities was started to find out to what extent accident insurance could be 
expanded to occupational diseases. 

The Reichskanrler arranged temporary consultations by the Home Secre- 
tary (Reichsamt des Znnern) in November 1912. English legislation and the 
following reports, the new Swiss law from 13.6.191 1 ,  the French debate, and 
the Austrian draft were used as patterns. The Geheime Ober-Regierungsrate 
Wuermeling and Leymann represented the Home Secretary (6) .  The consul- 
tations should be held together with the Prussian Ministry of Trade and 
Industry (Ministerium für Handel und Gewerbe) because it was concerned with 
definite problems like miners' diseases (in the context of the great miners' 
movements of 1905 and 19 10) and in January 19 13 was exarnining whether 
the miners' nystagrnus was to be compensated as an accident. In addition to 
that, the Home Secretary had also diseases caused by lead, mercury, arsenic 

. and phosphorus in mind (7). During the consultations Leymann comented 
on the English list. Some of its items were marginal, some covered by health 
insurarice in Germany, some already treated as accidents. Even according to 
the English list, only lead disease remained; a disease, however, which only 
rarely passed the restriction penod of 26 weeks and for that reason was cove- 
red by health insurance, too (8). 

In order to get a general idea, the Reich Insurance Office (Reichsversiche- 
rungsamt) sent out a circular to the chairmen of the trade associations on 
3.5.1913. The Reich Insurance Office was to sum up the results. The chair- 
men were supposed to report on experiences with such diseases as were lis- 
ted in the English law. 

The Federation of German Trade Associations (Verband der deutschen 
Be7ufsgenossenschaJen) gave its detailed opinion on 26.6.19 13: 

1 )  The extension of accident insurance to occupational diseases should 
be treated with caution, on the one hand out of consideration for the finan- 
cid effects of such an undertaking, on the other hand out of consideration 
for the negative influence upon the national character which was to be 
expected. 

2)  According to the present state of medicine in the field of occupatio- 

(6)  ZSTA Meraeburg, Rep. 120, BB VI11 8 Nr. 2 Bd.1, B1. 3.  
(7) op. cit., B1. 17. 

(8) Qk. cit., B1. 18 ff. 
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nal diseases it would be extremely difficult in many cases to rnake a diagno- 
sis, which would be at least to a certain extent valid. 

3) Health inisurance and, in consequence, disability and surviving 
dependents insurance were responsable for occupational diseases. 

4) Occupational diseases in the sense of accident insurance were only 
diseases which were of such a nature that they could only be the conse- 
quence of a certajn profession. Besides, the interrelation between prefession 
and disease must be indisputable. 

5 )  In case a statute of the Bundesrat should be necessary, the establish- 
ment of a scheme according to the English law seemed to be advisable. 

6) Due to a lack of statistics the charge on trade associations which were 
to be expected from the acceptance of compensation for occupational disea- 
ses could not be assessed. 

7) The Bundesrat could draw up the necessary speeial requirements cori- 
cerning compens,ations for occupational diseases only by passing a new law 
for this part of accident insurance. This state of affairs iniplied that the 
industrial circles involved had to be consulted as mueh as possible before a 
statute was evenitually passed by the Bundesrat (9). 

In this statement the Federation of German Trade Associations sums up 
al1 reservations of the employers: incalculable obligations and problems 
with the redistribution of social costs, stimulation of covetousness, lack of 
scientific insights, transfer of responsabilities of health and acciderit insu- 
rance, specific cai~sal relations, restrictive listing, participatioxi of the eniplo- 
yers in decisions. 

Al1 these arguments turn up from now o11 agairi and again ti11 the third 
Occupational Diseases Statute (Dritte Beru$krankheitenverordnung) in 1936, 
which can be regarded as the final establishing of the concept of occupatio- 
nal diseases. Interestingly ensugh, the same arguments, which are used 
against the extension in general, are again used for the drawing up of the 
Occupational Diseases Statute. In other words: the trade associations tried 
first to demonstrate the impossibility of the statute by pointirig out the dif'fi- 
culties in proving causalities, etc. When the statute was on its way they rried 
to prevent an effective version emphasizing difficulties in proving causalities. 

(9) Bundesarchiv Koblenz, R 89, Nr. 15127 
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In the end, the trade associations became one of the strongest advocates and 
supporters of the concept of occupational diseases-because of its imma- 
nent problems. 

With regard to singular statements, which were sumed up by the Federa- 
tion of German Trade Associations, we would like to point out the statement 
by the chemical industry's trade association (lo), which clearly bears Fritz 
Curschmann's mark. The chemical industxy's trade association did not think 
it possible to extend the statute beyond intoxications by lead, arsenic, 
phosphorus, and mercury. The Reich Insurance Offtce in the end delivered 
a rather detailed report to the Home Ofice (Reichsamt des Znnern) on 
3.10.19 13. They used not only the trade associations' statements, but also 
many decisions in recourses by the Reich Insurance Ofice. 

This survey further propagated the more or less public discussion; The 
1 0 ~  German Congress of Compulsory Medical Insurances for Workers (10. 
Deutscher Ortskrankenkassentag), which was under social-democratic influence, 
had demanded already in August 19 12 a far-reaching inclusion of occupa- 
tional diseases into accident insurance. The German Congress of Trade and 
Business Associations (Deutscher Handwerks- und Gewerbekammertag), on the 
other hand, applied to the Reichstag in December 1913 and feared especially 
for minor employers that their existencial basis would be «incredibly» jeo- 
pardized. They emphasized that more than 80 % of al1 accidents happened 
through the workers' own faults so that an inclusion of occupational diseases 
would only mean another gratification and incite the workers' covetousness: 
exaggerated social legislation would create antisocial conditions (1 1). 

This subject was item 5 on the agenda of the 28& Congress of Trade 
Associations (XXVZZZ. ordentlicher Berufsgenossenschaftstag) on the 28.5.19 14. 
The managing director of the Northwestern Iron and Steel Trade Associa- 
tion (Nordwestliche Eisen-und Stahl-Berujgenossenschaftstag), the most influentid 
trade association, junior barrister Ostern, and Curschmann gave reports. 
Ostern summed up: 

((From the point of view of the individual, an urgent financia1 need for 
extension does not exist. The interests of preventing and healing diseases 
are today already well looked after. Considerations of general, economic, 

(10) Zbidem. 
(1 1) Zbidem. 



ethical, arid legal nature agree with good reasons against the extcnsiori. 
(lively applaus))) (1 2). 

Curschmann repeated his definition of occupational diseases, which had 
been in al1 ears in those days and before ( l3) ,  he emphasized 

athat occupational diseases must be underitood as hedth daniages which 
are caused by prolonged and repeated influences that have their causes in 
the method of working or in the conditioris it brings about and that every 
singular cyf these influences would not be capable of causirig a rioticcable 
physical injury (14))). 

Curschmann emphasized the special conditions in industrial labour which 
resulted in specific diseases. He moved the term out of the purely medical 
area; the proof of definite symptoms would not suffice. He demanded the 
proof of causal interrelations between specific symtoms and specific working 
conditions. In this context, according to Curschmann, only a small number 
of diseases could be taken into account. Besides, Curschmann emphasized 
that medicine and especiaily the doctors were not capable to fulfil the tasks 
which were connected with an extension of accident insurance. On thc other 
hand he thought that the ((extension of medicinal knowledge on occupatio- 
nal diseases)) was a ((central demand for the realization of its special insu- 
rance (Sonderoersicherung)» (15). Thus Curschmann introduced the specific 
part of the medical expert, specially the occupational medical expert (among 
which he counted first of al1 the factory doctors because of the practica1 pro- 
blems they had to deal with), and connected their part as gatekeepers with 
the «zero-hypothesis)) (Null-Hypothese), according to which sociopolitical 
measures should not be undertaken as long as an unchallenged medical 
insight did not exist-because it had to be assumed that a causal interrelation 
between industrial labour and disease did riot exist as long as it was not 
exactly proved. 

(12) Bericht 1914, p. 44. 

(13) Cf: CURSCHMANN, F.: Berufskrankheiten und Vergiftungen und die Unfaligeseugr- 
bung, in: Verhandlungen des III. Irztematiorialen Medirinischen k'r~allko~zgresses zu Diisseldorfvorn 
6. bis 10. August 1912, Düsseldorf (n.d.1 pp. 375-377; CURSCHMANN, F. (1913) Vergif- 
tungen und Berufskrarikheiten, in: F. Grumpecht; G. Pfarrius; O.  Rigler (eds.) Ohrbuch 
der Arbeiter-Versichemr~gsmedizin, Leipzig, pp. 544-582. 

(14) Bencht 1914, p. 44. 
(15) Op. cit., p. 49. 
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The trade associations congress passed a corresponding resolution. 

The debate was stopped by the war. The war, however, gave a new impe- 
tus, too. 

IV. ((PEAGE CAN BE ESTABLISHED ONLY IF IT IS BASED UPON SOCIAL 
SOCIAL JUSTZCE)) 

Production for the war had an enormous increase of health hazards as a 
consequence. The persons inflicted were increasingly women, a fact which 
raised the problem of the development of the population. The trade unions 
took up the question of health hazards in arnmunitions factories during the 
world war. This was surely a clever move to bring the subject into public dis- 
cussiori again. On 28.6.19 1 7  Robert Schmidt applied to Reichskanzler von 
Betharnann-Hollweg. He presented the case of the factory worker Josef Sch- 
mid from Neumark i.O., who had died from an intoxication of dinitroben- 
zene in 1915 already, and ;hose widow had for the time being pushed 
through a death benefit of 80 Marks and widow's pension and orphan's dlo- 
wance of 723 Marks per year in a charge against the trade association of che- 
mical industry. This decision of the High Insurance Office (Oberuersiche- 
mngsamt) was reversed by the Reich Insurance OEce after recourse by the 
trade association on 26.6.191 7 ,  above al1 because the High Insurance Ofice 
had without authorization judged the intoxication to be an accident and not 
an occupationd disease. Robert Schmidt demanded to make use of para- 
graph 547 Reich Insurance Statute and referred not only to the increasing 
number of intoxications of this kind, but also to private law suits which were 
due and which the trade unions would have to initiate. This would not be 
-he made this rather explicit- beneficid to German interests in the war. 

In fact the 'authorities reacted immdiately and decreed already on 
10.12.19 1 7 the granting of death benefit, widow's pension and orphan's 
allowance in cases of health darnages due to aromatic nitro compounds. 
Paragraph 547 of the Reich Insurance Statute had been applied for 
the first time. 

Two days before this had been announced, the conference of factory 
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doctors in major chemical industry had met in the Institute for Industrial 
Hygiene in Frankfurt. On the agenda were (16): 

1) Compulsory registration of intoxications through nitrated aroniatic 
carbonhydrides. Speaker Curschmann. 

2) Physiical darnages caused by arsenic in the war industries. Speaker 
Hahn. 

3) Into~cations through tetranitromethane and trinitrotoluene. Speaker 
Koelsch. 

4) Suitability of women for work in cheniicai industry. Speaker Cursch- 
mann. 

The conferen'ce suited the situation in certain respecri. 

Curschmann dealt with the first item in a clear deviation of the previous 
strategy. After paragraph 547 RVO had been applied, the factory doctors 
tried to integrate their competence into the law suits which were to be expec- 
ted. Curschmann sumed up his report, which had appeared ir1 Zentralblatt für 
Gewerbehygiene, in the following basic principles: 

1) The coming into force of the Bundesrat's statute will -due to a lack of 
compulsory registration- in many cases meet with considerable diffi- 
culties. 
2) The statements in the doctors' and insurances' repsrts will in riiost 
cases nst be a suficient basis for apostmortern -assessnient concerning the 
causal interrelation of work and death. 

3) Starting from the tendency that an exterisiori of thc statute will riot snly 
concern diseases leading to death but also other occupational intoxica- 
tions, we see in compulsoq registration of such diseases a riecessary pre- 
condition for this arrangement because only by doing so an assessrrient 
seems possible. 

4) Only by compulsory registration can a basis be attained for the cxtt.nt 
of occupationai intoxications and for the question whether its inclusioti 
into accident insurance according to paragraph 547 of the RVO is necessary 
and possible. 

5) At the same time, only compulsory registrations will produce the 

(16) Bundesarchiv Koblenz, R 89,  Nr. 15128. 
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important clinical material which is necessary to recognize these diseases to 
a greater extent. 

6) The desired successes of compulsory registration mentioned under 3, 
4 and 5 can only be attained if the registration prescribes certain medicai 
inquiries starting with the beginnings of the diseases, which have to be 
deait with according to uniform aspects. The extension and revision of the 
accident reports used by the chemical industry's vade association and of 
tlie registration form for occupationai intoxication used for statistics in che- 
rnicai industry should provide a suitable basis. 

In the debate Koelsch, the first regional occupational doctor (Landesgewer- 
bearzt, Munich) suppons Curschmann. He underlines the central idea of 
compulsory registration once more by pointing out that the insurance com- 
panies eould not carry out such a compulsory registration, so that the 
employer would have to report to the trade association. Thus it becomes 
obvious that Curschmann wanted to install a procedure in which factory 
doctors and trade associations of chemical industry would control registra- 
tion and processing. This new strategy was also retained during the prepara- 
tions for the Occupational Diseases Statute (BKVO). 

But first of al1 the war had consequences of a quite different kind. After 
the German Reich's capitulation peace negotiations began. The allied and 
associated governments proposed detailed regulations. In part XIII of the 
draft of the peace terms they planned an international regulation for wor- 
ker's protection: a standing organization was to be established in which the 
members of the League of Nations should participate and which consisted 
of a general meeting and an International Labour Office. The general mee- 
ting should decide on proposals enacted nationally, or decide upon draft 
versions for international agreements. The basic principles of part XIII ran 
as follows: 

((Whereas the League of Nations has for its object the establishment of uni- 
versal peace, and such a peace can be established only if it is based upon 
social justice. 

And whereas conditions of labour exist involving such injustice, hardship 
and privation to large numbers of people as to produce unrest so great that 
peace and harmony of the world are imperilled; and an improvement of 
those conditions is urgently required: as, for exarnple, by the regulation of 
the hours of work, including the establishment of a maximum working day 



and week, the regulation of the labour supply, the prcventiori of uncm- 
ploymerit, the provision of an adequatc living wage, the protection of thc 
worker against sickness, disease and injury arising out of his erriploynt*rit, 
the protection of children, young persoris and worrien, provisioris for old 
age and injury, protection of the interests of workers when erriployed iri 
countries other than their own, recognition of the principie of frcedorri of 
association, the organisation of vocationai and technical educatiori and 
other measures. 

Whereas dso the failure of any nation to adopt hurriane coriditioris of 
labour is an obstacle in the way of other nations which desirc to iiriprove 
the conditions in their own countries; 

The HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES, moved by sentimerits of justice 
and humanity, as well as by the desire to secure thc perrriarient peacc of thc 
world, agree to the following: ..., (foiiowed by the institution of thc Interria- 
tionai Labour Ofice))) (1  7). 

Even if the relation to ((universal peacea seems to be a bit artificial from aur 
point of view, the attempt to give the peace contract social coritents is remar- 
kable. This aspect of the Treaty of Versailles has been completely neglected 
due to purposeful polemics during the Weimar Republic and Natiorial 
Socialism, but also because of the outstanding problem of reparations, and 
vanished even from history books. In our context, the obligation to protect 
workers against sickness and work-caused diseases as well as injuries is of 
special interest. The German peace delegation answered in its note o11 
10.5.19 19 in an offensive way: as far as proceedings were concerned, a stric- 
ter extension of the agreement was desirable; concerning the contents of the 
regulations, an (tequal status of occupational diseases arid industrial acci- 
dents)) would be preferable (1 8). In how far tactical consideratioris played a 
part in the peace negotiations can not be further exarnined here (orily cori- 
cepts and notes, but no minutes on repons are available). The allies, howe- 
ver, sticked to their wording. 

In November 19 19 the first International Work Coriference took place in 
Washington. Germany and Austria had not been invited. The conference 
passed five draft versions for agreements; they dealt wirh reduction in wor- 

(1  7) SCHIFF, W. (1920) Der Arbeiterschutz der Welt, Tübirigen, pp. 468 ff..; English tcxt in TEM- 
PERLEY, H.W.V. (1920) A History ofthe Peace Corference of Paris, vol. 3, hndoxi, p. 314. 

(18) Op. cit., p. 467. 
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king hours to eight hours, women's night-work, minimum age for children's 
employment, young persons' night-work, the employrnent of women before 
and after delivery, the protection of women and young persons against lead 
intoxications, the prevention of anthrax, the prohibition of white phospho- 
rus, and the establishment of a state sanitary service (the last four items were 
only recommendations). Only the recommendations could establish a basis 
for a more effective protection against the dangers which had played a part 
in the discussion on the extension of accident insurance. It seems remarka- 
ble, by the way, that the conference recommended to each member of the 
International Labour OEce (ILO) to establish an effective factory inspecto- 
rate as soon as possible and, moreover, «a state sanitary service with the spe 
cid task to watch over workers' health, which should keep close contact with 
the IL0» (19). Although this was a recommendation only, it had like the 
other recomendations a decisive influence on the German authorities at the 
beginning of the Weimar Republic. The German reports on the regulations, 
which had been suggested by the Washington conference, show the endea- 
vour to regain international respect in this traditional field of politics. The 
extension of the occupational medical semices (Gewerbearztlzcher Dienst) in 
Prussia from 1920 onwards and the preparations of the Occupational Disea- 
ses Statute BKO must be seen under this aspect, too. 

V.  THE PREPARATIONS OF THE OCC UPATIONAL DZSEASES STA TUTE 
(BER11FTKRANKHEITENVERORDNUh7G, BKO) 

It took ti11 the end of 1922 until after aii the intemal turmoil the problem 
of industrial pathogenicity received a certain public interest again. The che- 
mical industry's trade association had already become attentive in Decem- 
ber 1922 and inquired of the Ministry of Labour (Reichsarbeitsministerium) 
whether a motion concerning the inclusion of occupational diseases in acci- 
dent insurance was being discussed (20). On 12.12.1922 the Pmssian Landtag 
had decided to work towards an extension of accident insurance to miners' 
occupational diseases. During the debate of the budget of the Ministry of 
Labour (to which the competences of the Home Ofice, had been transfe- 
rred) in May 1923, the Social-democratic party introduced a resolution, 

(19) Op. cit., p. 487. 

(20) ZSTA Postdam 39.01, Nr. 5261, B'i. 3 .  



«to requcst of the Reichsregierung to take the necessary steps to recompensate 
workers who fall ill due to occupational health hazards (occupational disea- 
ses) according to the regulations of the Reich Irisurance Statute concerning 
accident insurance)) (2 1). 

With this resolution the senior socio-political expert of the SPD, Brey, 
took up activities prompted by dected chemical workers. This resolutions 
and a consistent propaganda by christian trade unionists, such as the Chis- 
tian Metal Workers' Association Württemberg (Chistlichr Metall-arbeitenlerband 
Württemberg) set the ball rolling again. 

In October the expert in charge in the Ministry of Labour reported on 
, the work on a draft which had been started by Regierungs-Medizinalrat Giulini. 

He pointed out &e problem to trace back a certain disease to a characteristic 
of a certain occupational practice with a certain reliability: This problern 
caused the authorities to make a list which contained only a few diseases and 
to expand it according to further experiences and insights. But it was also 
taken into consideration that the Reichstag should take the opposite way so 
that a greater number of diseases could be listed. The following conditions 
would, however, have to be fulfilled: 

1) they have to be chronical diseases, 

2) it must be possible to trace them back to the occupation with 
suficient probability, 

3) they must be of diagnosticdy unarnbiguous eharacter. 

This could be applied to the following diseases (22): 

1. Leacl poisoning. 

2. Phosphorus poisoning. 

3. Arsenic poisoning. 

4. Mercury poisoning. 

5. Benzene poisoning. 

6. Poisoning by nitro compounds of benzene. 
- -- - 

(21) 1. Wahlpenode 1920123, Drucksache Nr. 5787. 

(22) OP. cit., B1. 36 ff. 
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7. Poisoning by amido derivatives of benzene. 

8. Poisoning by carbon disulphide. 

9. Poisoning by chromates (chromic acids and its alkali salts). 

10. Poisoning by nickelcarbonyl. 

1 1. Poisoning by manganese. 

12. Lung diseases of workers in Thomasschlacke-mills, stone-masons, 
millers, bakers, miners, and tunnel workers, moulders and foundry clea- 
ners in iron foundries, porcelain workers, metal grinders and glass grin- 
ders, rag workers, tobacco workers. 

13. Cataract of glassblowers. 

14. Epithelial cancer of chimney sweeps and X-ray workers, papilloma of 
parafin workers. 

15. Nystagrnus of miners. 

The problem of fixing a latent period within which the claims had to be 
announced was also being discussed. The expert thought it necessary to 
make clear «that the diagnosis whether a disease is an occupational disease 
or not can only be made by occupational doctors in the public service (beam- 
tete Gewerbearzte) or other medical offlcers)) (23). The factory doctors were, if 
they existed, to be heard. Already in this early preparatory phase of the 
Occupational Diseases Statute (Berufskrankheitenverordnung) topics arose which 
were not solved in the ensuing discussion and are today still relevant: the 
responsability of occupational doctors in the public service mentioned, con- 
tradicted the factory doctors' strategy briefly hinted at above, who wanted to 
have the procedure under their control within the frarnework of responsabi- 
lity by trade associations. 

The Federation of German Trade Associations (Verband der Deutschn 
Berufsgenossenschaften) and the chemical industry's trade association had 
obtained the confidential draft (24) in order to state their positions. The che- 
mical industry's trade association delivered its statement promptly. Starting 
from the endeavours of the comittee for industrial hygiene at the Internatio- 
nal Labours Ofice in Geneva (L. Carozzi had a short time before visited the 

(23) Op. cit., B1. 37 ff. 
(24) op. d., B1. 59 ff. 



republic and met. with leading hygienists in Frankfurt), the trade association 
opposed a generous extension of accident insurance. Again they poirited out 
the problems of rnaking diagnoses and of proving causal interrelatioris. Orily 
phosphonecrosis, ulcers due to chromium, lead palsy and lead ericephalo- 
pathy, and tumors of the bladder could be regarded as occupational diseases 
«the compensation of which corresponded properness and the diagnosis of 
which was feasible according to the state of medical scierice)) (25). The Fede- 
ration of German Trade Associations followed the statement unaxiimously 
on 23.1.1925. 

The revised and printed draft listed eight occupational diseases and 
assigned them certain trades. The justification reviewed the problerns 
already mentioned, as they had been emphasized in the previous debates. 
The draft referred to diseases which had in practical jurisdiction already 
been treated as accidents (anthrax, symptomatic anthrax,- glanders, acti- 
nomycosis, Caisson disease, syphilis infection contracted by glassblowers, 
sewer gas poisoning). Furthermore, such occupatio~iai diseases had been 
selected so that «the above mentioned problems of diagnosis and distinguis- 
hing from similar syndroms and the determination of causal interrelations 
are not so great. These are first of al1 certain intoxication diseases occuring 
particularly in chemical industry)) (26). Major chemicai industq had not 
only succeeded ir1 emphasizing the problems, but also in restricting the sta- 
tute to their own area. 

On 20.2.1925 a meeting of the Reich Health Council (Reichsgest~~zdheitsrat) 
took place where the draft was to be discussed. invited were (27): 

Dr. Brachmann, Marinegeneralstabsarzt, Berlin (abserit) 

Dr. Curschmann, Professor, Wolfen 

Dr. Dietrich, Ministeriaidirekto~; Berlin 

Dr. Hamel, Ministerialdirigent, Berlin (absent) 

Dr. Holtzmann, Landesgewerbearzt, Karlsruhe 

Dr. Koelsch, Landesgewerbearzt, Munich 

(25) Op. cit., B1. 65 Rs. 

(26) Op. cit., B1. 91 Rs. 
(27) Op. cit., B1. 112. 
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Dr. Krantz, Ministerialrat, Dresden 

Dr. Rich. O. Krogmann, Vorsitz. d .  See-Bemfsgen., Harnburg (absent) 

Dr. K. B. Lehmann, Professor, Würzburg 

Dr. Leymann, Geh. Oberregierungsrat, Berlin 

Dr. Martineck, Ministerialdirigent, Berlin 

Dr. Schultzen, Generalstabsarzt, Berlin (absent) 

Dr. Simon, Ministerialrat, Berlin 

Dr. Theleky, Landesgewerbearzt, Düsseldorf 

Dr. Thiele, Landesgewerbearzt, Dresden (absent) 

Under the chairmanship of Bum, the president of the Reich Health Office, 
the Reich Health Council decided on several alterations, e.g. to delete 
phosphorus compounds as well as diseases caused by chromates and ben- 
zene and skin rashes due to poisonous wood, to include, on the other hand, 
diseases caused by carbon disulphide, cancer of the skin caused by tar and 
paran as well as Schneeberg tumor (28). 

The Reich Insurance Office, department for accident insurance, stated its 
position on 4.3.1925 and had a critical look on the trade associations' reser- 
vations. The Federation of German Trade Associations and the chemical 
industry's trade association had again had the chance to state their position 
to the results of discussions of the Reich Health Council. The Reich Insu- 
rance Office opposed a too restrictive version of the statute; in case the trade 
associations' proposals were accepted, «only the most severe cases would be 
recorded where there is no or only little hope» (29). This would not contri- 
bute to health politics and only lead to bitterness. The financial consequen- 
ces of the statute could, indeed, not be estimated, their scale was however, 
not to be feared. The Reich Insurance Office did not agree with Cursch- 
mann's endeavour to leave registration and examination of the diseases to 
the trade associations and factory doctors. Like in cases of accidents the local 
police authorities would have to be informed. 

It would be necessary that in cases in which occupational diseases could 



be taken into account the local police authorities should consult the medical 
officer responsible for the district. Thus the purpose would also be fulfilled 
to inform the medical officers the important events concerning the health 
system of their disurit and to extend and spread familiarity with occupational 
diseases among them and in this way also among al1 doctors. The Reich 
Insurance Office had no resemations that the local medical oficers were not 
qualified for the task. Besides, by establishing provincial occupational doc- 
tors (Landesgewerbearzte) the local medical o'ficers would have the chance to 
obtain further infoñmation in the field of occupational diseases (30). 

The Reich Insurance OfEce aimed at a regulation as attained through the 
third Occupational Diseases Statute in 1935. But first of al1 factory doctors 
and trade associations intensified their exertion of influence and prevented 
that the debates departed too far from their views. For the trade association 
Oppenheimer presented proposals to change and extend-the statute on 
16.2.1925, in which &e list was reduced to six items, the procedure, on the 
other hand, extended and complicated in 16 paragraphs. Chemical 
Xndusuy's statement met with positive reactions on the side of the authori- 
ries, which endeavoured to start the attempt with the Occupational Diseases 
Statute with a not too high risk and not too many uncertainties. Instead of a 
procedure which would plan a general and comprehensive extension of 
accident insurance and which would have to be reduced to «&e real need» 
in practice, the authorities prefered to extend a more restrictive regulations 
according to the needs (31). 

Practically, the authorities wanted to grant the sick persons a certain tran- 
sitional pension (Uebcrgangsrente) which corresponded to higher wages for 
greaten risks. The practical side-effect consisted in the possibility to transfer 
th,e worker in question easily to less dangerous factories (32). 

The draft was also reviewd by the departaments in question in rhe singu- 
lar states and from the following organizations: 

Vereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande, 

Deutscher Zndustne- und Handelstag 

(30) Op. cit., B1. 127 Rs. 
(31) Cf: the statement of the Reichgesundheitsamt on 3.3.1925, op. cit., B1. 143. 
(32) Op. cit., B1. 144. 
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Reichsverband des Deutschen Handwerks, 

Zentralarbeitsgemeinscha. der industriellen und gewerblichen 

Arbeitgeber und Arbeitnehmer, 

Allgemeiner Deutcher Gewerkschaftsbund, 

Deutscher Gewerkschaftbund, 

Gewerkschaftsring deutscher Arbeiter-, Angestellten und Beamtenverbande, 

Vereinigung leitender Angestellten in Handel und Zndustrie e.V., 

Reichsstadtebund, 

Vorsitzender des Deutschen Stadtetages, 

Standiger Az~sschuss des Verbandes der Deutschen 

Landesversichemng 

Bund der Beamten und Angestellten der Reichsozialversichemng 

Allgemeiner freier Angstelltenbund, 

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Gewerbehygiene, 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft der deutschen amtlichen Gewerbearzte, 

Verein der deutschen Gewerbeaufsichtsbeamten 

In addition to that there were the contributors to the national insurance 
(~ozialversichekngstrüger). They were al1 invited to a meeting in the Ministry of 
Labour on 17.4.1925 (The occupational doctors in public service used the 
opportunity for a meeting of their association.) 

This meeting is of a certain interest because it documents the rise of 
industrial-hygienid knowledge and the shifting of weigt to the disadvantage 
of the factory doctors: in both cases the occupational doctors in public ser- 
vice became more important, especially Koelsch, Holtzmann, Teleky, 
Thiele. 

The occupational doctors in public service opposed in ail important 
cases the attempts of factory doctors and chemid industry's trade associa- 
tion to establish a special regulation for chemid industry. The managing 
director Ostern, e.g., demanded the resuiction of the statute to major facto- 
ries of chemical industry «in which, due to the presence of factory doctors, 



the realization would be easíer)) (33).  Teleky contradicted successfully. 
Curschmann opposed the inclusion of carbon disulphide in the list because 
«the question was not ready for decision yet, interrelation not yet pro- 
ved» (34). Teleky furnished proof in spite of problems in singular cases. 

Specially Curschmann devoted al1 his energies to explain -after the 
meeting- in letters to Krohn, the Ministerialrat in charge in the Ministry of 
Labour, the opinion of chemical industry. He emphasized chemical 
industry's interest to get information on the draft's progress. 

Another meeting of the Reich Health Council took place in the Reich 
Ilealth Office on 27.5.1925 including representatives of the Home OEce, 
the Ministry of Labour, the Reich Labour Administration (Reichsurbeitsuerwal- 
tung), the Reich Insurance Office, the Reich Health Office, and the Prussian 
Home Office, as welP as representatives of the trade unions and trade asso- 
Qations. As doctors Professor F. Volhard, director of the unhersity clinic in 
Halle, and Dr. Westhoven, senior consultant of BASF iri Ludwigfshafen, joi- 
ried the meeting. Specially Volhard, who was in close contact with Cursch- 
rnann, took the role of opposing Teleky so that chemical industry's position 
found its way into the detailed regulations. This is remarkable because it 
shows the dorninance of clinical knowledge and clinical experts in industrial 
hygiene, too (35).  

The debates were quickened because at the sarne time the Reichstag deba- 
ted the Second Law on Changes in Accident Insurance (Zweites Gesett tur 
Abanderung der Unfallversicherung) on 3 1.3.1925 the first reading took place. 
The debates revealed many defects in accident insurance, so that the OCCU- 
pational Diseases Statute could bring relief. 

The Reuhsregierung being the legal successor of the Bundesrat and thus aut- 
horized according to paragraph 547 of the Reich Irisurance Statute issued 
the ((Statute Concerning the Extension of Accident Insurance to Occupatio- 
nal Diseases)) (Verordnung über Ausdehnung der Unfalluersicherung auf gewerbliche 
BerufskranRheiten). This statute contained further concessions to chemical 
industry; above all, for the time being the calling in of occupational doctors 
in public service was postponed. The list contained 11 diseases which 
-except the first item-were of little practical relevante: 

. -  ~ 

(33) Op. cit., B1. 18 1 .  
(34) Op. d., B1. 183. 

(35) Bundesarchiv Koblenz R 89 Nr. 15128. 
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1. Diseases caused by lead or its compounds. 

2. Diseases caused by phosphorus. 

3. Diseases caused by mercury or its compounds. 

4. Diseases cuased by arsenic or its compounds. 

5. Diseases caused by benzene or its homologues, by nitro or arnido 
compounds of the aromatic series. 

6 .  Diseases caused by carbon disulphide. 

7.  Cancer of the skin caused by soot, paran, tar anthracene, pitch, and 
related substances. 

8. Cataract contracted by glassblowers. 

9. Diseases caused by X-rays and other irradiating material. 

10. Verminosis contracted by miners. 

1 1. Schneeberg tumor. 

The number of occupational diseases which were to be compensated was 
continually extended (1929, 1936, 1942, 1948, 1961) and comprises today 
55 items, some of which are particularly differentiated. The Occupational 
Diseases Statute (BKVO) was, however, only of little importante. On the ave- 
rage, only 20 % of the registered cases have been compensated over the 
years, four fifths have been repelled; only 0.023 % of aU persons insured 
enjoyed the extension (36). 

Much ado about nothing, you could say, if it was not aboutethe decon- 
ceptualization and margination of industrial pathogenicity which brought 
and brings about so much misery and injustice. 

(36) Cf. MILLES, D.; MUELLER, R. (1985) Berufiarbeit und Kra&it, F-kfun a.M., 
pp. 22, 158. 
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